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Overview Membership status for the country – (please take over from the global overview) : 
Friends: 
Members: 
Professional Members: 
Organisations:  
 
General summary: What happened last year in your country in terms of breathwork and conscious 
breathing? Overview of your actions/activities. How is breathwork doing in your country? 
We had hundreds of workshops in more than 35 cities around Turkey, trainings, trained more than 200 
breath coaches, worked with tens of non profit organisations, organised meetings and worked together with 
all breath work schools in Turkey and made breath coaching an official profession in our country. 
What did you do to network with other Breathwork organisations? What was the outcome?  
We met with them, had meetings, wrote all the standards of breath coaching and made breath coaching a 
legal job in Turkey. 
World Breathing Day, 11th of April: What happened in your country?   
We have organized breathing workshops in many cities of our country. In this way, over 500 people have 
been introduced to their breaths. 
 
What did you do to attract new individual members and to have more organisational memberships? How did 
you do this? Any best practices to share?   
We have organized free workshops to add new individual members to our organization. We announced these 
works on our website, social media accounts, and asked our coaches to announce their social media 
accounts. 
 
Do you have any suggestions for the IBF as an Organisation?  
 
How can IBF serve you in a better way in your role as NR? 
We can work on social media together. 
 
Do you still want to take up your current IBF role for the next year? If not, who do you propose as your 
replacement?  
I can have my current IBF role for the next year. 
 
What are your objectives – as NR – for the next year?  
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Coming to GIC, bringing more people to GIC, doing more intro talks about IBF. 
 
General summary: What happened last year in your group? Overview of your actions/activities.  
Within one year, we organized more than 1000 workshops, celebrated THE WORLD BREATHING DAY in 
more than 15 cities, worked with the government and non profit organisations around the Turkey. We got 
together with all the breath work schools in Turkey, wrote breath coaching standards and made breath 
coaching a legal job. We also have a project called “Turkey is Breathing” where breath coaches are 
working on breathing with housands of people across the country voluntarily. 
 
We also started to work on the project“Conscious Breath in Schools”, started working with private schools 
and having meetings with the Deputy of Education. 
In recent years, our country has been migrating to eastern provinces from places such as Syria, Iraq, 
Turkmenistan and Uzbekistan. In the process of adaptation in immigrant children, they experience anger, 
distraction, uncertainty about the future, hopelessness and unwillingness. At the end of our studies, we 
observe that these feelings are replaced by high levels of motivation, energy, hope, brotherhood and unity. 
 
In addition, we have breathing sessions twice a month for MS patients in the Multiple Sclerosis Association 
in Istanbul. In 2 years, more than 100 patients received a breathing session. The breathing studies were 
started in Bursa and Ankara branches upon the positive statements from the patients. 
 
Also as an another project, we support the psychological and physiological processes of the Cancer Society 
based on volunteerism with the breathing sessions carried out by the Cancer Society in order to host the 
patients living outside Istanbul during the treatment process. 
 
What did you do to attract new individual members and to have more organisational memberships? How did 
you do this? Any best practices to share?   
We have organized free workshops to add new individual members to our organization. We announced these 
works on our website, social media accounts, and asked our coaches to announce their social media 
accounts. 
 
Do you have any suggestions for the IBF as an Organisation? I think GIC should be organised in all 
countries seperately. We would like to organise a 3 days event on 11th April WORLD BREATHING DAY 
weekend this year, as The Breath Coaching Federation and I believe each country representative should do 
that. 
 
How can IBF serve you in a better way in your IBF Officer Role or as a Group? 
IBF can have better social media. 
 
Does this team (team members) still want to take up their current IBF role for the next year? If not, who do 
you propose as your replacement?  
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Yes I would love to but since I will not be at GIC this year I am sending one of my friends, Every to be at 
AGM meetings. 
What are your objectives for the next year?  
We want to underlie the benefits of the coaching methods that we represent to a wider audience and to put 
our organization on a more scientific basis. 
 


